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Using a Superconducting Gravimeter in Support of Absolute
Gravity Campaigning — A feasibility study

H.-G. Scherneck, M. Rajner

Abstract Preparing for joint analysis of absolute gravity (AG) campaigns, this report investigates whether a
stationary superconducting gravimeter (SCG) can provide a long-term stable measurement of site-dependent
perturbations that help in reduction to the local value of little-g and its secular rate of change. The crucial element
concerns the discrimination of instrumental drift components from trends of physical origin, where biasses in the
inferred long-term drift rate may offset the rate that the reduced AG campaigns deliver. Thus, the main objective is
to include a set of gravity models and proxy series as complete as possible in the SCG analysis. Findings indicate
consistency for ġ in the drift model at the 0.5 nm/s2/yr level using observations at Onsala Space Observatory
from 2009 to 2017. In pursuit of the overriding objective to improve the accuracy of secular rates of gravity owed
to Glacial Isostatic Adjustment, our approach may even put numbers on a range of long-term changes due to
atmosphere, hydrology, and non-tidal ocean loading, namely the rate biasses reported here.
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1.1 Introduction

The European North exhibits the phenomenon of uplift encompassing the whole of Fennoscandia as a late and
long-lasting consequence of the recession of the Pleistocene ice sheet with a maximum of glaciation 25,000 to
18,000 years b.p. and a major melt-down commencing 16,500 years b.p. (Lambeck et al., 2014). The ensuing
process of Glacial Isostatic Rebound (GIA) comprises gravity change, an effect to which efforts of precise
measurement have been dedicated since 1966 (Ekman and Mäkinen, 1996), until the early 2000s with spring
gravimeters along profiles, and thereafter preferably with modern absolute gravimeters, the Micro-g FG5 model
as the flagship. Yet, the gravity rate of change appears much harder to determine at the desired precision than
its kinematic counterparts, vertical and horizontal deformation rates. Plenty of studies using relative sea level
change and GNSS-observations have been able to bracket ranges for lithosphere thickness and mantle viscosity
(e.g. Milne et al., 2004). Gravity would afford us a complementary resource for inversion of observations to
resolve earth interior structure and dynamics. The first order effect in gravity is related to the vertical movement of
a gravimeter in the gradient, which is dominated by the free-air decrease of g, and countered by an integrated
attraction of mantle mass migrating in under the uplifting dome. It would be desirable to discern the competent
layers and harness their fingerprints owed to their respective densities. These imprints don’t even come as a second
order effect. Greater yet is the impact of the size of the former ice sheet, which has more to do with the spherical
geometry and the flexibility of the lithosphere under loads of different wavelength. These circumstances have
been scrutinized by Olsson et al. (2012, 2015). Given the limited precision of absolute gravimeters (AG), say,
±20 nm/s2, arriving at rate resolution of ġ of 0.4 nm/s2/yr would require 30 years of annual remeasurement.

It might seem doubtful whether a stationary gravimeter (SG) could be of much help to eliminate systematic
biases in long-term results from repeated AG campaigns. Such biases are intended to be characterized and mitigated
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in the international comparison meetings, second thoughts like those of Olsson et al. (2016) notwithstanding,
and by remeasurement of stations’ gravity gradients. Yet, an SG can help to increase the precision of the AG
reduction model’s tides and atmosphere parameters, assuming stationarity in that part, and that the repeats would
randomise the perturbations, but also would resample at similar seasonal conditions (call it constructive aliasing).
On the short time scale, e.g. during the few days of an AG campaign, an SG can provide real-time information
(lest an offset and a scale factor need to be determined) replacing the time-dependent part of the reduction model.
However, on a multi-year time scale, the mean value against which these gravity perturbations are specified, must
be stable to at least the precision of the AG rate uncertainty aimed at. Such feat has rarely been attempted yet, at
least not in the realm of GIA where persistent, constant rates of change are prospected.

Using a superconducting gravimeter (SCG, no. 054) in continuous operation, sampling at an interval of one
second for now nine years, we will demonstrate that instrumental effects can be identified and isolated at the
0.4 nm/s2/yr level in terms of rate uncertainty. In the strategy laid out, a joint analysis of all AG campaigns’
drop measurements in one adjustment, we strive to avoid a bias in AG inferred rates incurred from residual SCG
instrumental effects. This pursuit has been inspired by the work of Wziontek et al. (2009).

1.2 GIA observation capabilities at Onsala

Onsala Space Observatory (OSO) is equipped with a range of observing capabilities; we mention here the
SWEPOS stations ONS* using GNSS and the VLBI activities concentrating on what they’ve been delivering in
terms of vertical motion. From 2016 on, OSO has a precision mareograph; however, to estimate the sea-level
rate we need a longer history, so the tide gauges at Ringhals and Göteborg-Torshamnen operated by Swedish
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) were used. We compare the observations with model results in
Tab. 1.1.

Since June 2012 Uppsala University operates a three-component broadband seismometer at OSO within their
SNSN network (station ONA). The Guralp CMG-3t instrument has its long-period band edge at 120 s. It is
installed 800 m west of the gravimetry lab.

1.3 Superconducting gravimetry

This section assumes SCG’s of the GWR brand (Goodkind and Warburton, 1975). We denote drift as the
instrumental contributions to the gravity readings. It typically consists of an initial exponential with a decay time
of some hundred hours following the installation and a linear function of time. Offsets and new initiations of linear
rates and exponentials may occur in response to service work on the instrument, but then at well-constrained
instances of time; however, unexpected jumps have been reported (Bützler, 2018).

To begin with, the readings of the SCG are in units of Volt, and the scale factor needs determination. A widely
used method employs AG’s for the task, driven to high perfection in Van Camp et al. (2015) and Crossley et al.
(2018).

1.3.1 Gravimetry at Onsala

The AG campaigns at Onsala are listed in Table 1.2. To introduce the vocabulary used in the sequel we use
campaign for an instrument visit during which a number of setups, alternately called projects take place when
the AG measures on different monuments and in different orientations. As the basis of the g-value to be determined
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the AG performs drops of the test mass typically every five seconds and 50 times in a row, then pausing for a
number of minutes. The drops collected in between the pauses are combined to sets.

Throughout this work we use AG data at the drop level. In campaigns with SCG calibration as main purpose
this data type, unreduced except for a constant, is the one to be used, and experience from experiments with
order of 40,000 drops has been published in e.g. Meurers (2012). His work is particularly interesting here since
it considers drift on the part of the AG as a potential source of bias. In order to avoid the variance bias due
to microseismic accelerations present in the SCG records (Van Camp et al., 2015), the time series is low-pass
filtered. At that stage, the delay incurred by the SCG’s anti-aliasing filter (the so-called GGP filter) is compensated
by inverse application of its spectrum (the low-pass filtering is carried out in the Fourier domain reduced to a
Nyquist frequency of 0.05 Hz, thereupon the original sampling is restored with Fourier interpolation). Thus, the
SCG-record is precisely timed by its GPS clock; however, the weak part of timing is found in the AG, where the
drops are time-stamped according to the clock in the supervising computer, which can be off by several seconds.
This clock drift can act adversely on mitigation of the AG’s drop noise in the presence of strong microseisms,
situations in which we can show efficient reduction to normal drop noise using a seismometer. Here, timing
stability is crucial at the 1-second level, see Figures 1.1 and 1.2. (Since 2017 OSO relays the Internet time service
safely via an internal Ethernet connection inside the lab.)

A scale factor S for the SCG can be estimated separately in each campaign, Sc, basically following the method
first introduced by Francis, O. (1997) and Francis et al. (1998); however, in our adaptation we use AG drop data.
The SCG voltage is synchronously picked after the conditioning described before. In Fig. 1.3 the factors are
shown together with results from a range of alternative methods. As the multi-campaign analysis shall suggest, the
AGs might be affected by drifts during some setups. Meurers (2012) results, testing polynomial degrees up to 10,
exhibit the major gain in reduction already with straight-lines; therefore, slopes were estimated also in one of the
single-campaign variants. In both cases the Sc’s are scattered more widely than their uncertainties, the normalised
weighted χ2 turning out at 5.4 with slopes and 17.5 without. Thus, the uncertainties shown in the figure can be
scaled up with a factor of 2 and 4, respectively. Since slopes will correlate with asymmetric tidal arcs, the Sc’s
are expected to scatter more than in the slopeless setting; with slopes included, however, also the uncertainties
become much larger, leading to the lower χ2, in case you wondered. Without slopes estimated, a bias due to their
presence cannot be excluded. Yet, in the ensemble average the weighted means come close to the values of the
multi-campaign joint adjustment prepared in two variants, with an adjusted SCG-drift curve, alternately inforcing
the drift as provided from the SCG extended analysis (the topic of the next section). The latter variant’s S turned
out to be compatible with the campaign in Feb. 2015 when the quantum gravimeter GAIN was operating for three
weeks at OSO (Freier et al., 2016). GAIN produced the scale factor with a precision of 0.027 percent.

1.4 Gravity time series analysis

The central part of the exercise to be detailed in this report considers the extraction of the SCG’s drift. The idea is
to estimate the rate of change of gravity, i.e. the trend, entirely from the AG series while the SCG contributes the
variations of gravity. The SCG analysis will absorb the linear part of the long-term drift along with the physical
trends ġph comprising GIA and more, so while an AG measures

gAG = g0 +gt +ga +gp +gl + ġph t + εd (1.1)

(where t denotes time and εd drop noise) the SCG will report

gSCG = gt +ga +gp +gl +d + εSCG (1.2)

where the subscripts t, a, p and l respectively denote tides, atmosphere, polar motion, and local gravity variations,
and d is an apparent drift,
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Fig. 1.1 Cross correlation of FG5-220 drop derivations at 10 s interval with acceleration at 10 samples per second derived from
the SNSN-ONA broadband seismometer. The pattern shows peak correlation with a negative sign (emphasized by small crosses),
suggesting that the AG’s superspring over-compensates ground acceleration. Had the time stamping held a steady pace would the
pattern show a strictly vertical striping. However, drifts to excursions up to four seconds can be seen. The diagram was prepared for
the uniquely high microseismic activity during the campaign in Feb. 2015.

Fig. 1.2 Mitigating AG drop noise with the seismometer. The RMS could be reduced to a more normal level. The data set is the same
as in Fig. 1.1, but with a clock offset adjustment for each segment.

d = di + ġph t (1.3)

with ḋi the instrument’s contribution proper. Then

gAG− (gSCG−d) = g0 + ġph t− ḋb t + εs (1.4)

where εs ' εd owing to low-pass filtering of the SCG data, and ḋb anticipates a systematic bias; we’ll come to it
soon. The art in here is to determine d such that the influence of systematic errors in its linear trend ḋ = const.
separating it from the non-linear part d̂

d = d̂ + ḋ t (1.5)

remains well below the uncertainty of ġph, which depends only on the AG measurements. Equation (1.4) is radical
step into hitherto unexplored terrain: in relying on the drift determination on the basis of SCG data and a priori
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Fig. 1.3 Calibration of the SCG with AGs, in single
campaigns, in the multi-campaign adjustment, and
using GAIN, the quantum gravimeter. In single cam-
paigns two cases are distinguished, estimating setup
slopes or not; the scale factors printed out are the
weighted means. Slopes have been included in the
multi-campaign adjustements; there, two cases are
distinguished, solving an admittance parameter for
the SCG-drift curve or subtracting it as determined
from SCG data alone.

quasi-deterministic signal model; positing the left-hand side of (1.4) to completely reduce all temporal non-linear
variation of gAG except the drop noise; and not least using the original drop measurements, the method formulates
another alternative to those presented in Van Camp et al. (2013).

Of particular importance in the determination of d in (1.2) are two categories of slope biases, first the
composition of the signals that represent the instrumental source of d, and second the linear functions of time
in each of the signals representing physical contributions. The drift is solved in a least-squares adjustment, an
extended tide analysis, where for instance the site-specific gl is composed partly of predictions and partly of
proxy-observations. Predictions are available for tides (Tamura, 1987), the atmosphere (Atmacs; Klügel and
Wziontek, 2009), polar motion (Wahr, 1985, with IERS data), hydrological and nontidal ocean loading effects
(ERAin and ECCO1 from EOST Loading Service; Boy et al., 2009); and tide gauge readings (reduced to represent
bottom pressure are purposed to admit mass-related effects due to sea level anomalies only).

Concerning effects from groundwater, a problem plaguing many gravity stations, countermeasures were taken
already in the building phase of the Onsala site, but also the geological setting on crystalline bedrock proved
advantageous. An account of this can be read in (Scherneck and Rajner, 2019, A.3).

Data processing and analysis employs bespoke software, eclectic in adopting pieces from well-publicised
code like an early version of ETERNA (Wenzel, 1996, v. 3.40) for computing luni-solar tides. The program called
urtapt can simultaneously adjust a wide range of time series carrying gravity effects, and it interacts with
cross-spectral analysis constructing Wiener filters that help to admit signal features with spectral selectivity.
Decorrelation of the input to meet the requirements of least-squares regression is carried out with prediction error
filters (PEF) using the maximum entropy algorithm of Burg (1972). With emphasis on the long time scale the short
length of PEF’s has the advantage that they increase data gaps only benignly, and urtapt can cope with this; in
new ETERNA ET34-X-V61-A (Schüller, 2015) such breaks necessitate segmentation or interpolation (besides
that, lack of open source code impeded installation on a Linux platform). Another advantage of PEF’s is their
stemming from a finite Markov-chain concept, i.e. the random process is assumed stationary (including a return to
a stable mean) not withstanding a quasi-deterministic slope, which it lets pass albeit with attenuation. We contend,
in accord with Van Camp et al. (2010) (discussing groundwater) that a stable mean for gravity variations is a
realistic assumption, atmospheric effects being the most conspicuous random component, prediction errors scaling
with signal amplitude, and atmospheric mass being largely conserved as evidenced by the standard global mean
surface pressure of 1013.25 hPa. Stability of this kind would not hold for e.g. horizontal displacement, which
could develop unbounded (as in plate tectonic motion), thereof the approach of e.g. Williams (2003) assuming
non-stationary noise (infinite Markov chain) in GNSS position determination. A Monte-Carlo simulation shows
the feasibility of PEF’s to represent the noise in gravity (Fig. 1.4). More detail is provided in (Scherneck and
Rajner, 2019, A1) concerning urtapt and in (Scherneck and Rajner, 2019, A2) concerning data management
and building the model matrix for regression.
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Fig. 1.4 Monte-Carlo test of noise-colour modelling of
SCG’s residual using prediction-error filters (PEF) com-
patible with an extended Gauss-Markov process. One hun-
dred noise innovations and a PEF length of 40 produced
the rainbow-coloured histogram, colour designating the
fraction of peak occurrence (enhanced by the red line).
The periodograms, drawn at a −40 dB offset for read-
ability, show the actual noise spectrum. Three analysis
variants (see section 1.5.1) have been used the time series
of which can be seen in Fig. 1.6, lap – local air pressure;
atm – Atmacs atmosphere; ochy – nontidal ocean loading,
hydrology, and Atmacs atmosphere; a bottom pressure
proxy from sea level is always included.

None of the predictions are taken as corrections but with one exception, the nodal tide. Its 18.6 yr period
does not allow an unbiased adjustment. For all other signals the slope biasses are computed and summed up to a
corresponding slope bias in

ḋb =−∑
k

ġk pk (1.6)

where enumerates the set of tides, polar motion etc., and pk are the adjustment coefficients. For the nodal tide we
assume a tidal delta factor taken from Dehant et al. (1999). Each of these series are adjusted and obtain a regression
coefficient owing to their wide-band character. The coefficient multiplied with the slope’s pk is indicative of a trend
component in ġph. The SCG, owing to continuity of operation, thus enables us to present quantified hypotheses on
trend contributions, while an effort of disentanglement with AGs’ sparse campaign schedules only would appear
utmost elusive.

The instrumental part contains in our case two exponentials the decay parameter of which must be solved
(simultaneous with the linear drift parameters) in a non-linear least-squares fit. This step, interlaced with the linear
fit, is re-iterated into self-consistency.

The residual of the AG-SCG multi-campaign analysis also shown in Fig. 1.6 suggests limitations of AG
campaigns to improve the SCG’s drift model; both owing to internal variance on the order of 10-20 if not
occasionally 50 nm/s2, and to external variance in conflation, order of 50 nm/s2. Notably, the international
comparison campaigns and the degrees of equivalence (DoE) they attach to an AG each time outnumber the
branches of the SCG drift curve.

1.4.1 AG multi-campaign analysis with SCG backing

The strategy we employ to fit a long-term trend to the reduced AG-readings at the drop level. Presently the
data set comprises nearly 200,000 ordinates. Adjustment is with respect to monument AA, meter FG5-233 in
North-orientation. Bias parameters are estimated for the ties to the other platforms, one for the other instrument
(FG5-220), and one for each instrument’s orientation.

A scale factor for the SCG can be estimated separately in each campaign. Results may easily scatter wider than
their uncertainties, which might lead to misinterpretation. Crossley et al. (2018) carefully revisited the problem.
Indeed, in our case the scatter was profound. However, already a simple ensemble average came close to the value
of the multi-campaign joint adjustment, an approach not considered by Crossley et al. (2018). That value turned
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out to be compatible within its uncertainty with the campaign in Feb. 2015 when the quantum gravimeter GAIN
was operating for three weeks at OSO (Freier et al., 2016). GAIN produced the scale factor with a precision of
0.027 percent. Variants of the multi-campaign analysis may either use a fixed scale factor or adjust it.

For every project a centered slope is estimated to capture trends e.g. due to sagging verticalisation. The drift-
freed SCG data is purified for microseismic noise, and multiplied with the GAIN-derived scale factor. Alternately,
admittances for SCG and drift can be estimated, mostly for a test on consistency, anticipating fingerprints due to
remaining offsets between some of the AG-campaigns. For initial estimates we use DoE from the international
comparison campaigns (Jiang et al., 2012; Francis et al., 2013, 2015; Pálinkáš et al., 2017). In this report we limit
the aim to find the range of variations of the estimated long-term SCG rate and its uncertainty while available
options in the setting are enacted.

1.5 Discussion

The formal 1-σ uncertainty for a gravity rate in the multi-campaign adjustment turns out at ±0.4 nm/s2/yr with
a normalized χ2 of only 0.23. Thus, the weights given by the drop uncertainty are generally two times too low.
Giving more weight to achieve a χ2 closer to unity, the analysis could determine a multi-year average rate at
0.13 nm/s2/yr. In 13 of the 77 projects the estimated rate of the AG drop series exceeds its uncertainty by more
than a factor of two. The difference from the start to the end of those is regularly above 20 nm/s2 with both positive
and negative slopes.

On the SCG side of the problem, for the period of the urtapt analysis, Jun. 15, 2009 until Dec. 31, 2017, a
slope bias due to the node tide would remain below, say, 0.5 nm/s2/yr if the tidal delta factor, prescribed as 1.1647,
is accurate to within ±0.008. Thus, we identify the nodal tide prediction’s accuracy as the most critical parameter
in our analysis.

The slope bias in the tides-and-more analysis adds up to −0.500 with the leading contributions from ERAin
hydrology’s non-local part (−0.26 ±0.03), polar motion in-phase and cross-phase (0.273 ±0.005 resp. −0.125),
and from the long-period part of the tide gauge (−0.073 ±0.015), all values in nm/s2/yr.

Still being in the phase of testing a hypothesis this approach adopts a route of attack that differs in a number
of aspects from what most of the literature on the subject offers. The multi-campaign adjustment inspired by
Wziontek et al. (2009) bypasses the conflation of individual AG campaigns’ errors. Instead of weighing together
SCG scale factors from a set of campaigns (Crossley et al., 2018), biased as they may be, we use all campaigns
simultaneously, every single drop measurement, also enabling the introduction of adjustable slopes in each setup.
As of current, the slopes are centered at mid-project time; if we would find a diagnostic parameter correlating
with the signs found, we could infer a general, systematic trait and anchor them at project start. In that case, not
only a bias and excess variance in the SCG scale factor but also a bias in the AG offsets between projects (and
campaigns) could be mitigated. Here we can at least reduce the former bias.

An examination of results per project within a campaign shows variation of weighted means between 3 and
25 nm/s2, i.e. regularly factor of ten larger than the weighted means’ uncertainties. Anticipating that the projections
of SCG rates on annual time scales are uncertain at the 1 to 2 nm/s2 level, and within a campaign only limited by
the scale factor known to within 0.028 percent (in units ±0.3 nm/s2 given the whole tidal range), the proposition
to carry over DoE’s to an SCG-backed station, let alone to clamp an SCG’s drift component with an FG5, should
raise second thoughts if not serious doubts. A test uncertainty ratio (TUR) between instruments should be greater
than 4, but if our error account is right and the SCG as reliable as this implies, the AG:SCG TUR rather appears to
be 0.25 if not less.

The SCG data is low-pass filtered (and the remaining GGP filter distortion rectified) in order to suppress
microseismic noise, which improves the variance ratio AG:SCG by two orders of magnitude and thus avoids a
scale-factor bias (Van Camp et al., 2015), a problem that arrived with the 1-Sps data rate in the SCG models from
2008 on. Low-passing and rectifying was also applied in the GAIN campaign; comparing the latter’s results with
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Fig. 1.5 Phasor diagram for the annual tide Sa. Fraught with
seasonal environmental impacts as it is, a breakdown into con-
stituents cannot but turn out ambiguous when a single spectral
line is dissected. The observed phasor is shown as a black cross
surrounded by its ellipse of uncertainty (1-σ ) in gray. The solid
earth tide is represented by the black cross at the top left; a
purely elastic earth was assumed. For ocean tide loading we
surmised an equilibrium tide, after its tiny contribution the
result is shown in blue. The height of the SCG monument is
continuously measured with an Invar-rod. The inferred gravity
change, subtracted from the observation, is shown in light-red.
The environmental effects predicted from ERAin and ECCO1
are good candidates to explain the large effect observed. The di-
agram shows ERAin split into regional and global parts (R+G,
dark-red) and a local part (L, yellow), and ECCO1 (purple),
each as straight lines ending at the full effect and beads along
the lines at one-half and one-quarter We construe a plausible a
fit with ERAin R+G at half of its predicted effect, while ECCO1
and ERAin L can be traded against each other as both have
similar phase angles, while the near orthogonal conjuncture of
ERAin R+G and ECCO1 might suggest that both overpredict
their impacts — unless we have overlooked the most powerful
contributor of annually varying gravity.

FG5 single-campaigns and the multi-campaign, GAIN will shed light on limitations in the “classic” approaches
(Hinderer et al., 1991; Francis, 1997; Francis et al., 1998; Van Camp et al., 2015), for instance ignoring AG setup
drift or keeping the largest source of perturbation, SCG’s microseismic noise largely uncorrelated with AG’s drop
noise (and distorted with respect to a seismometric acceleration). As FG5 campaigns may have more objectives
than to calibrate an SCG, interests we largely share, swap of orientations and platforms detrimental to that aim but
necessary e.g. to pursue interest in GIA, the ideal calibration campaign might not be feasible to realise; nor would
it be a sine-qua-non, if our approach indeed succeeds to compose the steps of processing synergetically and shirk
unnecessary compromises.

1.5.1 Tidal analysis

Here we compare results of urtapt with commonly used software for tidal analysis, namely ETERNA3.40
(Wenzel, 1996) and Baytap08 (Agnew, 2018; Tamura et al., 1991), a Bayesian approach. The summary is given
in Table 1.3. The percentage differences of estimated tidal factors are usually below the one-percent level. The
notable exception is Sa, which we content arises from the adjustment of the environmental time series that had
been deprived of seasonal effects to increase the degree of freedom for harmonic versus non-harmonic components
in each of them. An interpretation of the Sa phasor is shown in Fig. 1.5.

In the diurnal and semidiurnal bands the agreement between the different solutions is clear. The deviations
from the theoretical values of Dehant et al. (1999) are larger owing to the ocean tidal loading effects that were kept
unreduced. Also, note the very strong resonant effect for the nonlinear constituent M4 revealed both by urtapt
and ETERNA).

The regression that includes a range of environmental series and drift model segments (the extended set)
produces the estimated drift shown in Fig. 1.6 along with the residual. In the same figure we also show the
results from simpler sets in the regression (local barometer instead of Atmacs; neither ERAin nor ECCO1). The
differences of the mean ḋ between these three versions are large, order of 5 nm/s2/yr, and are attributable to the
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Fig. 1.6 The drift (top diagram) and the least-squares residuals (mid) from the SCG data analysis in three variants. “Standard” implies
the use of Atmacs atmosphere, in “Extended” the effects of hydrology and non-tidal ocean loading are added using gravity predictions
from ERAin and ECCO1 available from the IGETS loading service. “LocalBaro” uses none of these but the local barometer as a
proxy for atmospheric perturbations. A mass anomaly proxy for near-by Kattegat is always included using a reduced sea-level record
composed of the tide gauge at Ringhals and, from 2012 on, OSO’s own. The breaks in the drift signal coincide with the repair of a
control card in spring 2011 and a dodgy cold-head swap in autumn 2013. Another one in mid 2016 has been introduced provisionally;
it’s amplitude was found to decrease as the record length grew; it’s still solved for in the extended analysis. In the standard residual
you might notice fingerprints of a wet summer in 2016 and a dry one in 2018. The excursion in mid 2016 appears smaller in the
extended analysis at least. In the broad picture the anomalies visible in the residuals do take part in the reduction of the AG data as do
any of the admitted models and proxies, reaching beyond the capabilities of reduction enacted by the Micro-g software. In the bottom
diagram the residuals of the AG-multi-campaign analysis averaged over each project are shown. Conspicuously, two campaigns with
the FG5X-220, one in 2014 and one 2015, stick out. Their DoE’s were only different by 6 nm/s2, up in 2015. Their internal spreads
are on the order of 50 nm/s2.

inclusion of ERAin and ECCO1, vindicating our interpretation of the contributors to the observed Sa tide. In order
to find out how the drift’s ḋ depends on the noise (i.e. signal unaccounted for in the fit) we used a Monte-Carlo
analysis (MC) with the extended set. Its stochastics were noise-coloured with a prediction-error filter representative
of the residual. The finding suggests a standard deviation of 0.2 nm/s2/yr for ḋ. In the most recent drift branch
starting Sep. 12, 2016, the offset uncertainty from MC is 0.6 nm/s2.

The residual of the extended analysis still seems to exhibit features worth contemplation. At the OSO site,
exposed to westerly weather patterns, wind-driven sea level variations in suit, a gravity effect is measurable
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hours before the barometer and the load-effective mass on OSO’s side of Kattegat react. They are not possible to
capture with a time-independent admittance model. Although Atmacs is designed to represent the 3-D effect of
atmospheric density structure varying with time, a non-static response of the sea to surface pressure implies an
explicit time dependency and thence an account of the hydrodynamics at play. A rough calculation suggests, if
the long-period features of the gravity residual has an RMS of 5 nm/s2 and air pressure one of 10 hPa admitted
with −3.5 nm/s2/hPa, the atmospheric model mispredicts at a 15 percent level were it the only one responsible.
Blaming it on ERAin or ECCO1 would suggest much higher, first-order error levels. Either of these assertions
may appear stark, not least noting that the admittance coefficients are rather well determined; relative uncertainties
are for ERAin 0.06, for ECCO1 0.028, for the bottom pressure proxy 0.02, and for Atmacs-attraction 0.004 (the
latter’s loading effect is admitted at 0.6 where it should be unity ±0.035).

Comparing the residuals of the multi-campaign adjustment with the SCG residual (Fig. 1.6) we notice that the
spread of the former within the same campaign regularly exceeds the range of the latter. There is little possibility
to regularize the behaviour. However, clear signs of outliers in singular projects and even an outlier campaign
(like the one with the FG5-220 in 2014, simultaneously with the FG5-233, and another in 2015, may lead to
re-evaluation of the campaign or the DoE that was applied. Another aspect that comes to the fore in Fig. 1.6 is the
impact the FG5-220 campaigns in 2014 and 2015 exert on the variant of the super-campaign analysis where a
scale for the SCG-drift curve is estimated, a change of 6% much owed to these two campaigns.

Another piece of evidence in favour of applying the SCG drift curve at unity scale is the higher consistency
found in the discussion of the scale factor. In the Monte-Carlo test of the SCG analysis confidence intervals for
the drift parameters are found at (Scherneck and Rajner, 2019, A2.5) ±0.5-1.5 nm/s2/yr and 1 nm/s2 for slopes
and offsets, respectively. A mean slope straddling the entire time span shows an uncertainty of ±0.25 nm/s2/yr.
This, together with the residual RMS of less than 5 nm/s2 suggests that the SCG data is sufficiently coherent
on the multi-year scale to reduce gravity variations observed in AG campaigns, which will enhance visibility of
instrumental problems in the latter.

1.6 Conclusions

We have laid out a route to simultaneously adjust the whole series of absolute gravity campaigns at Onsala
Space Observatory, using AG data at the drop level. Instead of a priori models for gravity’s temporal variations,
synchronous samples from the superconducting gravimeter OSG-054 (SCG) are used in the reduction. We propose
that the accomplished separation of instrumental contributions from long-term gravity change is well-constrained.
One of the advantages is the detectability of setup drifts in the FG5 data. In a number of cases slope significant
ranges on the order of tens of nm/s2 were found.

The residual of the SCG analysis has an RMS of less than 6 nm/s2. It shows excursions of up to ±20 nm/s2 on
annual and seasonal time scales, effects that are not fully understood, probably of regional origin in the Kattegat
basin or limitations in atmospheric modelling. Prospectively, these anomalies reduce part of the gravity variations
sensed by the AGs.

The drift behaviour of the SCG could be formulated parsimoniously with branches related to a few specific
operational interventions, made up of simple functions (steps, linear slopes, exponential decays, and their
parameters inferred from SCG data alone. The uncertainty of the long-term average is at the level of 0.25 nm/s2/yr.

The SCG data resolves gravity effects predicted from non-tidal ocean loading and hydrology models. The
secular gravity rates these series contain have been termed rate bias in this study. However, they represent an
adjusted result on the basis of which secular change in addition to glacial isostatic adjustment can be identified.

As OSO’s location is somewhat peripheral in the uplift area, demands on constraining systematic errors are
higher than in the centre. We are optimistic to at least meet them at a level of±0.5 nm/s2/yr±0.6 nm/s2, i.e. on the
annual time scale of repeated AG campaigns a significantly lower uncertainty than the AG’s degree of equivalence
determined in the international campaigns. It appears worth trying to take the next step and bracket the range of
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Table 1.1 Rates of uplift and gravity change at Onsala Space Observatory.

Model or observation rate stddev stddev

Vertical rates [mm/yr]
GNSS JPL 2009-2018 2.778 0.121a 0.0532b

GNSS M. Rajner, Gipsy 2009-2018 2.667 0.121a 0.0522b

GNSS ITRF2014 2.83 0.05
VLBI ITRF2014 2.82 0.06
GIA model 120-0.5–5c (Milne et al., 2004) 2.38
GIA model 120-0.8-10c ” 2.26
GIA model 120-1.0-20c ” 1.70
Rel. sea level Ringhals 1968-2016 0.3 0.6

Göteborg 1968-2018 1.6 0.4
Göteborg 1968-2018d 1.4 0.3
Göteborg 1968-2018d,e 0.7 0.3

Gravity [nm/s2/yr]
Model 120-0.5-10 (Olsson et al., 2015) -3.56 0.12

(Olsson et al., 2019) -4.7, -3.0 1.1, 0.7
AG 7-yr OSO campaigns, SCG-backed t.b.d. 0.13–0.2
AG (Olsson et al., 2016) f -4.5, -3.6 > 5
AG (Timmen et al., 2015)g -1.9 1.5
AG (Timmen et al., 2015)h -2.2 1.7

a flicker noise, Monte-Carlo b extended Gauss-Markov (PEF)
c numbers of model mean lithosphere thickness (km), upper and lower mantle viscosity (1021 Pa s) respectively
d air pressure added e PEF and Monte-Carlo
f 2010-2015, FG5-233, analysis variants (a) resp. (d) g 2003-2014, all meters
h 2003-2014, FG5-220

estimated rates of change of gravity by exploring the degrees of freedom our approach offers. Encouraging toward
this end are the low uncertainties we obtain from modelling the superconducting gravimeter’s drift and the RMS
of the residual.
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Table 1.3 Comparison of tide solutions using urtapt, ETERNA3.40, and baytap08. Shown are tidal coefficients δ and κ , the
latter denoting phase lag in degrees. They include the ocean loading effect.

Tide Freq. Amp. Theo urtapt ETERNA baytap08 urtapt−
[cpd] [nm/s2] δ δ κ δ κ δ κ −ETERNA[%]
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Supplementary material

A1 Time series and tide analysis.

A1.1 Software. Program urtapt is composed of modules using the tide generator of ETERNA3.0 with
Tamura’s potential, a generalized-inverse procedure (GI, Aki and Richards) to solve the observation equations
(weighted least-squares), and prediction error filters to level the noise spectrum across the frequency range of the
input data. The signal model may consist of synthetic tides grouped into wave bands, ancillary observations, and
deterministic signals generated with a wide range of options. The series are usually sampled at one-hour intervals.

As of tides, what distinguishes urtapt from other programs is in the selection of tidal harmonics, which
it does by distinguishing spherical harmonic degrees instead of selecting by frequency and pre-fixed ratios for
the waves of degree greater than two. At an eigenvalue spectrum width (ESW) of order of 108 the solution of
96 wavegroups (half cosines and half sines) and another 23 ancillary time series, the GI system is still far from
singular (in double-precision arithmetic that would deteriorative to solution precision at ESW >1013. With a
eigenvalue threshold criterion the GI system will bundle covariant signals together, trading resolution for variance.

The length of the whitening filters (PEF) created with the Burg method is limited owing to the Akaike criterion
(maximum entropy). With nine coefficients they already do a good job. This has the advantage that breaks in the
record do to outages of the SCG or big teleseismic waves saturating the SCG’s ADC cause only short after-effect
deletes of samples. Earthquakes don’t necessitate introduction of drift curve break points, but repairs, in particular
work with the SCG control electronics but also hard-handed cold-head swaps, will. We have had four of such
events. In all, less than 1000 hourly samples of 73,248 have been lost to filter-widened interruptions. The PEF’s
let low frequencies (long-period tides and polar motion, even a DC-component) pass at finite attenuation, so they
don’t incapacitate the determination of slopes and offsets.

In generating exponentials to be fitted to SCG transients e.g. following its installation, decay parameters are de-
termined with a separate program (Levenberg-Marquardt method, adapted from H. Gavin, http://people.duke.edu/ hp-
gavin/ce281/lm.pdf), solving all the other drift curve features simultaneously, but now rather using series sampled
at one- or three-days interval. The resulting coefficients are used to generate a drift curve for trial, and urtapt
calculates a new solution of amplitudes (offset heights, slopes) with the relaxation coefficient fixed. The new resid-
ual, with the new drift curve added, takes another round through the non-linear stage etc. until parameter changes
become smaller than their uncertainty. The error analysis provides not only uncertainties but also covariances,
and using an eigenvalue analysis, the most error-laiden drift-curve envelopes can be drawn. Since these come out
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larger than the uncertainties of the amplitude coefficients of urtapt (offsets typically less than 1 nm/s2, slopes
with 0.5 nm/s2/yr), a Monte-Carlo simulation with 100 noise innovations, coloured according to the noise power
spectrum of the real data residual (PEF method), is used to obtain a more realistic statistics of the drift parameters.
Typically, the standard deviations from Monte-Carlo are slightly less than two times as large.

A1.2 Setup slopes. In Tab. A.1 the multi-campaign results for the most significant slopes during setups are
shown. Since they may amount to order of 5 nm/s2 per hour, and projects’ may span some 12 h, drift of this
magnitude seems unrealistic to associate with the SCG. Rather, a AG slope proper becomes entangled with slope
signal leaking away from unclosed tidal cycles, thus better constrained when estimated in the multi-campaign
setting. The table shows cases when the linear slope was three or more times larger than its uncertainty. Given that
the long-term mean scale factor is tighly constrained and assuming its temporal variation to be insignificant, these
slope estimates can be determined at sub-nm/s2/h and have little covariance with other estimates: The greatest is a
slope in 2016-07-03 correlated with the SCG’s scale factor at 0.042, the next greatest is the same slope with the
long-term ‘”GIA” rate at 0.037.

A2 Input

A2.1 Decimation of the SCG series from 1 Sps to 1-h interval uses a 2-stage cascade of zero-phase FIR anti-
aliasing filters following the window design, i.e. a Dirichlet kernel is multiplied with a discrete Kaiser-Bessel
window of design parameter κ and taper length Nt . Employing a combined passband-admittance and stopband-
rejection criterion, the parameters κ and Nl p are adjusted given a desired filter length, e.g. 360. Demanding a
rejection of -70 dB, most earthquake waveforms and the microseismics are damped to an extent that repair by
interpolation is not necessary. Where the 1-Sps data has gaps, we lose data; if they are shorter than one hour
we would dare to interpolate at half-way through the cascade, but this rarely happens. The honing of the filter
parameters is done on real data in order to warrant suppression of teleseismic and microseismic signal. The filter
response is applied on the theoretical tide to match what has been done to the measurements. On the analog side of
the gravimeter sensor, the anti-aliasing filter (Bessel filter of order 8) incurs a time delay which we compensate by
multiplying the synthetic tide spectrum with the filter’s response, both complex-valued of course. Fig. A.1 shows
an example from Sep. 28, 2018, when the surface wave signal from the Sulawesi earthquake (magnitude Mw 7.5,
USGS no. 72724) all but exceeded the range of the SCG’s ADC.

A2.2 Wiener filtering. When ancillary series contain strong dynamics across the spectrum and transmission
considerable frequency dependence, Wiener filters can find a transfer function that rejects uncorrelated signal and
admits simultaneous or delayed, correlated signal. Since Kattegat loading effects are not perfectly represented

Table A.1 Linear slopes in AG setups detected in the multi-campaign analysis. Values are in nm/s2/h.

Symbol Project Meter Start - End Slope σ

SLa6 AC 20090706b 2 FG5-233 2009-07-07 01:03:19 - 2009-07-07 23:57:19 -2.65 ±0.19
SLb6 AA 20091105c FG5-220 2009-11-05 22:00:08 - 2009-11-06 03:39:29 -6.58 ±1.70
SLd0 AA 20100627a FG5-233 2010-06-27 22:59:59 - 2010-06-30 15:02:24 -0.21 ±0.06
SLt7 AS 20130502a FG5-233 2013-05-02 12:29:59 - 2013-05-03 11:38:14 1.08 ±0.35
SLe0 AC 20140527a FG5-233 2014-05-27 19:44:59 - 2014-05-29 04:53:14 0.53 ±0.10
SLe2 AA 20140530a FG5-233 2014-05-30 06:59:59 - 2014-05-31 06:53:14 -1.28 ±0.16
SLh1 AA 20150507a FG5-233 2015-05-07 18:00:00 - 2015-05-08 17:53:14 0.93 ±0.15
SLh3 AC 20150509a FG5-233 2015-05-09 20:09:59 - 2015-05-10 20:03:14 0.95 ±0.10
SLi2 AA 20160629a FG5-233 2016-06-29 19:00:01 - 2016-06-30 14:23:16 -0.56 ±0.14
SLj1 AA 20170706a FG5-233 2017-07-06 18:47:22 - 2017-07-07 15:36:27 -1.07 ±0.25
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with a factored bottom pressure proxy, this is an object for a Wiener filter splitting of local barometric pressure, its
effect on the sea level and the difference between the gravity effect by Atmacs local and regional component to
the thus represented interaction between air and sea. The following terms are subject to regression: g/(SL+BP)
Wf(g/SL) Wf(g/BP) Wf(SL/BP) (Wf = Wiener filter, else assuming a static relation; SL = sea level; BP = local
barometer).

A2.3 De-tiding. Signals that contain tidal or seasonal fingerprints are first deprived of these, since admittance
might differ between the—often much less powerful—nontidal part with stochastic character on the one hand and
the narrow-band peaks, driven by more coherent sources like solar radiation and luni-solar gravity, on the other.
The tide response coefficients thus contain a lump of primary and secondary effects, and interpretation of the
contribution would proceed with not much more than plausible arguments, like in Fig. 1.5 (main text, CHECK).
Unsatisfactory as this might appear, in the race to the smallest postfit RMS it’s a trump on our hands.

A2.4 Polar motion. Perhaps a long-shot, the IERS Polar motion series recast into gravity is not only entering
the signal array as if without a phase lag but also with its analytical complement, which is calculated using the
Hilbert transform.

A2.5 Checkup of parameter uncertainty by Monte-Carlo. With a tides-and-more least-squares adjustment
at hand, the residual is subtracted from the input series and a synthetic noise series added in its stead. Its power
spectrum has been matched with the residual’s, and the least-square problem is solved for 100 noise innovations.
The interval containing 63% of the spread is determined from the differences with respect to the respective
estimate from true data. The result is shown in Fig. A.2. The standard errors of the least-squares adjustment appear
underestimated by up to a factor of six in the small-tide bands, else up to two, greatest in the last drift branch
(BS4), which was short.

A3 On groundwater

As groundwater underneath or, like with sites in tunnels, above a gravimeter—say hydrology to compound the
phenomena comprehensively—is a notorious contributor of gravity perturbations difficult to model, the Onsala site
is likewise worth an assessment. So far we have noticed that the residual of the extended analysis would not call out
for an explanation of excursions beyond 10 nm/s2, i.e. the ERAin hydrology in regression is already accomplishing
a significant reduction. The geology of the site suggests that aquifers with sufficient storage capacity below the
instrument are absent. There are shallow surficial sediments roughly at the pillar’s height level from tens of metres’
distance outward, but much of the periphery of the station has been cleared of them, and so were shrubs and trees.
Else, the near-surface geology is made of high-metamorphic gneiss. A subhorizontal crack was detected in the
examination of the drill core, since groundwater was on the list of site conditions to be monitored.

A five metre diameter and three metre deep hollow was emptied of sediment and biomass, the pit re-filled up
to the brim with 20 cm scale stones, and a pump was installed to keep the rain- and groundwater collecting there
below a volume of some hundred litres. Taken together with surficial observations of cracks in the rock body, a
picture emerged that could make the way plausible that surface water would take to end up three days later in
the hollow. Rainwater penetrating the crystalline rock would flow through the one apprehended and other similar
conduits, keeping the volume of water below the gravimeter largely fixed regardless whether it flows or stands still.
In the drill hole the water level in the bedrock is monitored since 2013. Long-term variations turn out at a range of
one decimetre. The hole itself (15 cm diameter) seems to act as a tiny reservoir in which recently precipitated or
thawed water collects; levels peaking at 50 cm above the latest dry-weather average have been observed; such
highstands decay with a half-life of two days. [http://holt.oso.chalmers.se/hgs/4me/blvl/rr2wl190127.png]. Only
once, in the exceptionally dry summer of 2018, the water level in the borehole fell below the mounting level of
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the sensor (on Jan. 31,2019 the approach was close). Thus, at a 10 m scale size rainfall feeding a patchy surficial
reservoir seems the be the primary origin of perturbations of g owed to water in the near field.

We integrated rainfall r (mm/h) measured at OSO’s met station with a runoff parameter p,

W (t) = r(t) + p W (t −1) (A.1)

to obtain a proxy for prevailing water mass W (in mm), and adjusted the series to SCG observations 2009-2019
whereby the post-fit RMS is lowered at a particular value of p in the extended solution. The ERAin-based
hydrological model was either kept or removed in the regression. The reference case, the zero-hypothesis, is
represented by a fit without W from rainfall. The results quantified as post-fit residual RMS, are shown in Fig. A.3.

ERAin without W in regression shows not only a lower residual RMS thoughout; ERAin with W exhibits
insensitivity to rainfall. Checking the coefficient, 0.0292 ±0.007 nm/s2/mmw is only 0.07 of Bouguer’s 2πGρh.

Trying at an account of the order of magnitude: Under what spatial angle would the water mass have to appear?
Certainly not in a whole lower hemisphere. The area around the building at the 20m-radio telescope is elevated as
are other parts of the surrounding, i.e. quite neutral in attraction, so only the loading effect would remain. But
there’s the forest, “visible” within maybe 90◦ to 180◦ azimuth and from the horizon down to a few degrees in
altitude, say 10◦. That would decrease the Bouguer factor to 0.086 (azimuth swath 180◦) or 0.043 (90◦). This
calculation, the small size of the admittance coefficient, and the fact that ERAin explains the perturbations due to
precipitation (and hydrology) testify against a particular local groundwater effect.
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Fig. A.1 Demonstrating the behaviour of the decimation algorithm, suppressing signal at the high-frequency end of the 1-Sps gravity
data and prevent it from aliasing in the 1-hour samples. In the left diagram 6-h time span is shown with the tidal components still in
place. The ADC range (±10.23 V) just about accomodates the raw 1-Sps signal, it the instance loaded with the teleseismic surface
waves from the Mw 7.5 event at Minahasa, Sulawesi (Indonesia). The first stage of the low-pass filter cascade (FC1) produces the
signal shown in pink. After resampling it at 60 s intervals, the second stage of the cascade (FC2) delivers the signal shown in red. The
blue crosses mark the hourly samples. In the right diagram the tides have been removed. The gravity variations in the FC2 signal are
dominated by atmospheric effects. The residual of the comprehensive regression is shown as blue circles, obviously devoid of the
signatures contained in the input.
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Fig. A.2 Monte-Carlo test (MC) of standard deviations of estimated tides (top diagram), ancillary time series (lower left), offsets
(mid), and slopes (right). The deviates of 100 noise innovations with respect to the reference solution are shown as small black dots
and their 1-σ ranges in turquoise. The standard deviation of the reference solution appears in grey. Except in the case of slopes it was
used to scale the deviates.
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Fig. A.3 Reduction of gravity records with alternate accounts of hydrology. The data points show the post-fit residual RMS of the
least-squares fit. Regression uses the signal model of the extended analysis, once only with ERAin (red cross) and no local rain-runoff
model, then with the rain runoff. In the latter three cases are examined, first with ERAin complete (black), second with only its
non-local contribution (purple), and once completely excluding ERAin (blue). Rain runoff was modelled by discrete, auto-regressive
summation of hourly rainfall measurements where parameter p < 1 was varied between 0.9 and 0.999219 (in steps just like the turtle
denied to catch up with Achilles).


